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NURSING AND MIDWIFERY COUNCIL

Changes at regulator may speed up its FtP decisions
By Stephanie Jones-Berry \ @NurseNewsSteph A proposed overhaul of UK healthcare regulation may result in nurses' fitness to practise (FtP) cases being resolved more quickly.
The changes are designed to allow professional watchdogs to speed up and streamline their process.
The day-to-day functions of the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC), and those of other regulators, are subject to parliamentary scrutiny.
Under the proposed changes, the regulators would be able to set more of their own procedures, such as the number of people who sit on FtP panels, without needing to seek parliament's approval.
'More efficient system'
RCN interim director of nursing policy and practice Bronagh Scott welcomed the plans.
'Making quicker decisions in fitness to practise cases will benefit patients, as well as nursing staff who find themselves at the centre of an investigation,' she said. ' We are pleased to see the move to a less punitive, more efficient and more supportive system of regulation.
'While the protection of patients must remain the overriding goal of the regulatory system, the fairer approach outlined will make the whole process and experience for patients and staff more bearable. Quicker resolution will benefit all involved.' Health minister Stephen Hammond said: 'These changes will allow regulators to dedicate more of their resources to supporting the professionals working in our NHS and contribute to safe, high-quality patient care. ' NMC chief executive Andrea Sutcliffe said the changes would enable the organisation to operate with greater flexibility and autonomy -shaping regulatory requirements more easily through guidance and policy, rather than detailed rules.
The UK and devolved governments will work together to develop and then consult on the draft legislation.
The planned changes follow a consultation on improving the work of healthcare regulators, which concluded last year and garnered 900 responses.
'Managers should know which members of staff go home to an empty house, those that don't have support at home' wait for the improvements the The Care Quality Commission (CQC) began a review earlier this month in response to allegations of abuse of vulnerable patients at Whorlton Hall.
The CQC ordered the investigation after a BBC Panorama programme appeared to show staff mocking, taunting, intimidating and repeatedly restraining patients at the private hospital.
NMC director of fitness to practise Matthew McClelland said an independent panel made the interim suspension orders. Each nurse's interim suspension order will be reviewed in the next six months. NMC papers state the regulator's case examiners are yet to decide whether the nurses have cases to answer in relation to the abuse allegations.
Durham police arrested ten members of Whorlton Hall's staff in May. All have since been released while investigations continue, and a further two people have been interviewed.
The hospital has since closed and patients have been transferred elsewhere.
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